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Abstract: The Internet is not the only critical infrastructure that relies on the participation of unorganized and technically inexpert end users. Transportation, health, waste management, and disaster preparedness are other areas where cooperation between unorganized citizens who lack experience with the domain has increased resiliency, reduced social costs, and helped meet shared goals. Theories of community-based production and management of the commons explain this type of cooperation, both offline and online. This essay examines these two complementary approaches to organizing the cybercitizen for cybersecurity. Cybersecurity discourse has reasonably focused on centralized parties and network operators. From domain name registrars to network service providers, solutions are sought through incentives, regulation, and even law enforcement. However, the ability of these centralized entities to implement change, the end user plays a crucial role. The Internet must remain open to enable innovation and diffusion of innovation; thus, the end user will continue to be important. What is the role of the citizen in cybersecurity? What socio-technical characteristics might enable a system that encourages and empowers users to create a secure infrastructure?

How can cyberspace be augmented or organized so that security is more widely produced at home by citizens who lack technical expertise? Answering this question is critical to governance of the Internet. When one person or machine is not secure, any or all of the people connected to the Internet potentially pay a cost. The average user receives spam because other average users allow their machines to host spammers. Securing cyberspace is an inherently cooperative venture.

A growing body of work illustrates how classes of goods are constructed by a collective (community-based production) and how shared resources are managed (managing the commons). When viewed from the first of these two perspectives, security is a good that can be cooperatively produced. When viewed from the second, computer security appears to be a common good that can be consumed.
and preserved, but not produced, cooperatively. The Internet as a commons can be compromised if too many people accept a high level of insecurity. In both cases, requirements for the nature of the good, whether public or private, must be defined. Cybersecurity is a good with significant private incentives; in the same way that no one seeks to become ill, no one wishes to be the victim of identity theft. Cybersecurity may also have a tipping point, after which a herd effect motivates action or adherence. On the network as in the realm of public health, herd immunity is needed to prevent epidemics.

In this essay, I describe resource management as community-based production and as the management of the commons. I suggest that the underlying requirements for each of these approaches may already exist or could be created.

Community-based Production. Community-based production refers to the self-organization of community members to create a good or service. This model of social production differs from “crowdsourcing,” in which a single entity, such as a firm, handles the organization and management of a collective effort. I begin by considering the case of community-based production of security information by self-correcting experts, then argue for computer security as a good that could be enhanced, though not fully implemented, by community-based production.

In his 1937 article “The Nature of the Firm,” economist Ronald H. Coase explained why individuals self-organize into firms with high degrees of specialization. Adam Smith’s *The Wealth of Nations* illustrated the value of specialization with the famed example of pin production. Arguments for producing a particular good or service through this approach span centuries and cannot be adequately cataloged in this essay. In contrast, intellectual theories and reproducible analyses that explain and describe community-based production as sustainable (and preferable in some cases) have emerged more recently.

Community-based production can drive the creation of any good that possesses the following characteristics: modularity, low capital requirements for entry into production, low marginal cost of production, and well-defined interfaces or interactions resulting in low cost of integration. The concept of community-based production was first defined in relation to the economics of software that runs the Internet. Called open-source software, it must be shared, readable by all Internet users, and cost-free in order to prevent barriers to connection. Finance scholar Josh Lerner and economist Jean Tirole have described how individuals self-identify by contributing to tasks for which they are uniquely suited. They argue that increased income is not the sole incentive for the production of open-source software; rather, social intangibles such as respect, reputation, and the knowledge that one is the first to solve a particular problem are significant motivators. Contributions must be visible to the community for these incentives to function. In the realm of cybersecurity, neither the benefits of securing a machine nor the costs of failing to do so are visible, even to a machine’s owner, thus reducing the incentive to take action. Nonetheless, there are multiple examples of loosely coordinated online communities that produce security information, including vulnerability sharing and probe networks.

A vulnerability is an error in coding or installation that enables unauthorized access to electronic resources. More specifically, it is a technical flaw allowing unauthorized access or use, where the
relationship between the flaw and access allowed is clear and has been documented to have been used to subvert a machine. Information about vulnerabilities can be held secret, shared openly, or sold to a company.

Probe networks are sets of networked computers that have no services and thus offer no legitimate reason to connect to them. The connections they receive are from massively parallel attacks, in which attackers are trying every feasible IP address. A social network of system operators run the computers to share statistics on these broadcast attacks, identify patterns as well as anomalies, and provide real-time distributed-network monitoring.

Vulnerability sharing has long been community-produced. The email list Bugtraq provides a mechanism to report vulnerabilities and rate the resulting report. Users of the list contribute knowledge, discuss vulnerabilities, and devise patches. A large amount of computer security information is generated and validated by these volunteers with no obvious incentives; they do not have property rights to the information they provide or to the products that their critiques help improve. Like any informal system of social reputation, earning credibility is difficult, time-consuming, and uncertain. In contrast, when information production is managed by a firm, there is no basis on which to argue that such self-organization would occur. The HP service TippingPoint is a firm created to purchase vulnerability information, thereby constraining the distribution of this information. Thus, the application of property rights to vulnerability information decreases social welfare.\(^7\) Yet Bugtraq’s open system continues (with eight postings on April 26, 2011, for example).

The DShield project, one example of a probe network,\(^8\) is a community of system operators who run network monitors or “probes” to detect intrusions and attacks. Information gathered by network probes is shared among and collectively analyzed by members. The DShield project enhances the reputation of contributors by identifying them as such; increases the perceived value of its parent, Euclidean Consulting; and enables the identification of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that are responsible for the worst attacks. DShield also provides a free self-help service that allows individuals to verify whether their IP addresses are associated with attacks. In this model, expert members of the community provide and generate security information at no charge and without claiming property rights.

Contributors to network probe systems are valuable to the entire Internet community and provide aggregate data that no individual could produce. However, there is no monetary incentive to participate. An individual who includes his or her own data in the aggregate may potentially benefit from a marginal increase in the ability to detect an early worm attack. Nonetheless, for the purpose of determining the pervasiveness of attacks or having an early warning system in place, the self-optimizing choice is to ensure that one’s network neighbors participate without participating oneself.

While DShield provides a public list of malicious sites, other organizations have a more traditional, centralized production method. For example, WebSense offers security-based blocking of sites that it locates using its own honeypots. (A honeypot is a computer on the network designed to be attractive to attackers by a combination of weak security and tempting file names. For example, the machine might be running old versions of software with known vulnerabil-
ities and have fake files with names such as “creditcardnumbers.xls” or “Accounts AndAddresses.db.”) Individuals who do not subscribe to WebSense do not obtain the lists of compromised sites. Thus, WebSense offers security production in the more conventional model: that is, via a firm.

The above examples of community-based production by highly educated network administrators, engineers, and researchers describe collective activities of security experts and network engineers committed to a more resilient Internet, not the creation of security information by non-experts. Is the latter practical? Which types of information goods can a community of non-experts feasibly create, under what conditions, and by whom? To what extent can community-based production be generalized?

Legal scholar Yochai Benkler’s research on the production of trusted information describes the goods and services that can be effectively produced through community-based means. In certain contexts, this model has many advantages over firm-based production. By altering the modularity, granularity, and cost of integration of the good that is produced, the cooperative model can shift the distribution of production costs to those most able and willing to bear them.

Challenges that can be effectively addressed by community-based production are modular rather than continuous; that is, they are characterized by clearly delineated decision points and explicit requirements for participants. For example, while prosecuting organized online crime is a broad objective best addressed by a highly organized governing body or firm, the task of identifying malicious websites is amenable to community-based solutions because each website is distinct and the task is well-defined. The task is to determine not if the website is providing good and correct information but if it is a masquerade site (also called a phishing site) or if it is distributing malicious code, thereby infecting visitors’ computers. Masquerading sites are correctly recognized by experts more often than by nontechnical users. However, if users are given simple information, such as their own browsing history, and are told that this is a first visit to a site, they may detect that the site claiming to be Bank of America is a phishing site, based on their knowledge of having previously visited Bank of America’s actual website. That is, users know that a site they have never visited before is not one where they should enter their banking passwords. The computer recognizes that the site is not part of the user’s history; the user does not. Alerting the user to a first-time visit before he transmits his password would be a straightforward change in technical communication. Similarly, malware sites have very short life spans, and computers might be programmed to indicate to the user if a site is a day old, if it is certified by a rarely used certification site in a remote locale, and whether the user has ever visited similarly risky sites. Such alerts could enable the user to make an informed decision.

The cost of integrating individual distributed efforts must also be limited for this model to work. Benkler mentions software as an example in which integration can occur with a well-documented application program interface; his counterexample is aircraft construction, which requires an exacting physical integration of many components. What elements of cybersecurity, like aircraft, require regulation and coordination? Which can be enabled from the bottom up? Design parameters change when systems are implemented to enable peer, as opposed to firm or governmental, production. In
The identification of malicious websites illustrates the potential uses and limits of community-based production. Whereas legitimate banks can be appropriately identified in a centralized fashion, by the Federal Depository Insurance Corporation and the National Credit Union Administration, the rate at which unknown websites are increasing prevents any centralized entity from identifying all of them. Yet online behavior in the user community suggests a potential solution. The vast majority of sites that individuals visit in a browsing session are the ones they visited in previous weeks. One study of browsing history over a four-week period found that within a social network of only ten people, more than 99 percent of all participants’ clicks led to previously visited sites. Only one in a hundred clicks brought individuals to a site identified as unknown. (For the average individual in the study, 95 percent of clicks led to familiar places.) By reconceptualizing the global issue as a community problem, the study uncovered new and potentially untrustworthy sites without compromising user privacy.

Attackers have long used social networks to enhance attacks. The “I love you” virus was the first malicious use of address books; today, attackers harvest Facebook and the comment sections on blogs. As a result, centralized solutions must address the vast heterogeneity of the Web. Given the sheer scope of the challenge, the identification of individual websites as new, and thus suspect, is best done by community members. Yet the long-term efficacy of the community model depends on the capacity of centralized institutions to coordinate the identification and takedown of malicious sites in a timely manner—that is, before the sites build reputations. Both community-based and centralized production are necessary; neither is adequate on its own.

In assessing whether websites or individual users are trustworthy, community-based production can incorporate implicit, behavior-driven ratings or explicit, personal recommendations or selections from trusted parties. The amount of time an individual spends using, and therefore contributing to, various resources is another implicit measure of trustworthiness. Social trust reduces technical complexity and can alter the nature of cumulative risks taken, in terms of system failure, privacy, and even threats inherent in system operation. Community production achieves a governance system that either could not be accomplished by a centralized agency or could not be accomplished without very large-scale investment of capital.

Community production recognizes the incentive individuals have to maintain their own information. Individuals’ ability to protect themselves against the risks they take—that is, the capacity to shift costs to those with the greatest incentive to bear them—applies to malicious sites and many types of machine subversion. However, one difficulty of cybersecurity is that while the individual bears the cost of some machine subversions, in some cases the costs are borne by others. Again, the creative use of social networks and incentives can be applied here to help develop a more robust and resilient infrastructure.

The Commons without Tragedy (or Government). A modest estimate suggests that 5 percent of machines connect-
ed to the Internet are under the control of malicious parties. Commonly, large numbers of machines, called “zombies,” are brought under the control of a single centralized entity, forming a “botnet.” Zombies do not necessarily steal the information of affected machine owners. Rather, access to the machine provides a launchpad for attacks, a storage resource, and a safe space away from virtual home. The fact that the malicious controllers of these machines are centralized has triggered centralized solutions, such as coordinated law enforcement. However, the subversion of these machines works from an economic perspective because of the large supply, high connectivity, and very low marginal cost of hitting tens of millions of machines to find hundreds of thousands that can be subverted. One possible solution for the cyber-commons is a ground-up approach that would induce secure behavior in communities and subnetworks.

Any ground-up approach will depend on preexisting social trust and risk communication to create subnetworks that seek to change individual and group behaviors. A range of powerful authentication technologies has yet to be applied to the challenges of securing devices (including proximity authentication, for example, which works only for devices that are physically collocated). Virtual neighborhoods created from secure group formation and physical neighborhoods authenticated by proximity are examples of possible subnetworks where effective interaction design combined with social transparency can enable neighborhood self-defense.

Political economist Elinor Ostrom has illustrated that effective governance of shared resources can emerge under certain conditions. In a 2003 summary in Science, Ostrom and colleagues list five conditions: 1) the monitoring of resources and their use, 2) moderate rates of change in social and economic conditions as well as user populations, 3) the existence of social capital in the community, 4) the ability to exclude outsiders from the community, and 5) user-supported enforcement of norms. In theory as well as in practice, creating these conditions requires the development of secure systems that are designed as social networks.

It is also important to consider the relationship between social networks and herd immunity. If policy cannot change the behavior of all users, what category or number of people must be encouraged to change? Can visibility of low-security choices be leveraged to create the transparency necessary for self-governance of an Internet-security commons?

**Monitoring Resources.** Monitoring resources in a shared domain is one of the simplest but most underused governance mechanisms. Information monitoring has a trivial effect on the information infrastructure, and simply providing information can be a potent agent of change. Individuals are rarely capable of monitoring their own network experience, and yet there are few available interfaces for monitoring network resources. Even organized efforts have difficulty measuring resources available to individuals, with some comparisons of national broadband networks measuring nothing more than the parameters set by the machines for sharing bandwidth. Individuals often do not know their own resources and, arguably, never have. The 2003 spread of the Slammer worm is an example of the challenges home users face in monitoring their own resources. As Slammer attacked SQL servers, most people were unaware that they might be vulnerable even if they knew of the worm’s existence. Announcements specified that the worm attacked Microsoft
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SQL Server 2000, but how many users knew that their PCs, in fact, ran an SQL server? Any technically useful report could have been construed by the average user as acknowledgment that the worm did not apply to him or her. Today, few individuals who have broadband are aware that they have a Web server in their homes. Yet every wireless hub has a simple Web server that enables the owner to initialize and configure the device. Any individual who sets up a wireless router using a browser may be unaware that there must be some server code running on the device. Transparency may have improved in terms of an individual’s knowledge of his or her own resources, but there is no evidence that awareness has improved.

Currently, some ISPs may notify individuals when the ISP detects or is notified that a machine on the ISP’s network is subverted. Though an estimated 5 percent of all machines on the Internet have been subverted, even the most aggressive ISP responses have offered recovery services to just 1 percent of subscribers. For this reason, both end users and network service providers have limited awareness of the existence of botnets. One problem for a network service provider is the heterogeneity of the network population.

Concerns about individual privacy and close monitoring of network behaviors also limit network monitoring, as organizations that have been found to practice unwarranted monitoring have faced, at the least, a media backlash. For this reason, close monitoring by an agency may be impractical, but the homogeneity and consistency of individual behavior is an asset to the extent that home users can observe the actions their machines take on their behalf. Detecting a change in website visitation behavior across the entire network is very difficult. Detecting a change by a single computer, which has very few (human and therefore nonrandom) users, is a problem that is easier to solve. While the individual machine is fairly consistent, the network is not. When a machine suddenly becomes inconsistent, a home user will have better information on why that may or may not be suspicious. For example, a network service provider may observe changes in traffic behavior without knowing if it is because there is a family reunion taking place (and thus a dozen teenagers are on the wireless) or a machine has been subverted; the individual user, on the other hand, can easily distinguish between the two scenarios. Thus, while recovery services may need to be centralized, network monitoring and communication with individual users function best when decentralized. The global network is dynamic: it changes rapidly, constantly reconfigures routes, and is profoundly heterogeneous. The individual, by contrast, is a notoriously poor source of entropy. Monitoring resources at the end point means leveraging the innate homogeneous humanity of the single user, as opposed to simply bemoaning the fact that humans produce weak, nonrandom passwords.

Home users face a plethora of add-ins, add-ons, and an ever-expanding lexicon of attacks and defense. A more productive approach would be to provide individuals with a single narrative and a clearly marked path to risk mitigation and recovery. Users could be informed of radical changes on one machine in the house either by other machines in the house or by the machines that participate in the social networks I describe below. Current technology is not designed to communicate, in an effective, carefully timed, and educational manner, the particular risks to which a user might be exposed; nor does it automatically change settings to respond to personal contexts.
(work, play, banking) or technical ones (public wide area network, protected workplace, patched or unpatched).

Market forces, property rights, and even assigned identifiers can solve some of the incentivization problems related to computer security. However, an effort to control and enforce behaviors on the population in a “war on computer insecurity” risks being both ineffective and expensive. In contrast, making risks and decisions visible to individuals, thus enabling them to monitor their own machines, is a technological challenge that can be met without violent metaphors or intrusive monitoring.

**Moderate Rates of Change.** The notion that the Internet is open to all is a canard; exclusion is now and always has been practiced online. The earliest form of exclusion was email lists. The existence of some of these lists was secret (particularly from professors in some schools). Some lists added members by invitation only; others allowed open subscription as well as banning; and still others embraced a simple no-holds-barred approach. For example, a group of mothers whose children share a birth date have followed each other and stories of their respective offspring for twenty years; their email list is highly exclusive. The same models apply today in the blog-world. Blogs can be completely open, allowing unmoderated (and immoderate) anonymous comments. More often, they are slightly restrictive, allowing open readership with member comments or moderated anonymous comments. Many reserve access for members only, especially when members have strong shared experiences (such as surviving abuse) or have tired of defending the existence of the group itself and simply wish to discuss the topic at hand (for example, feminist blogs that exclude men’s rights activists). Such closed blogs can be read only if an application for inclusion is accepted.

The second-oldest form of the closed online community is arguably the chat room, a service built on the idea of the single-identity provider. The chat room functioned primarily because of a large, AOL-installed user base and AOL’s centralized governance ability. Chat rooms are also called “pull technology,” meaning the individual must actively log in to participate. Before the chat room, there were closed mailing lists.

The Internet has long been applauded for its openness. Yet the network enables the creation of spaces that can be closed or even invisible to others. Social networking has enabled exclusion since the first days of email, when reply-all became reply-to-sender for the occasional snark. The implementation of stable Internet communities is widely managed by those communities across an array of platforms. Even with difficult interactions and exploitive privacy requirements, the story of the Internet is one of community formation. The ability to form communities, whether bound by physical location, shared interest, or sheer random selection of the moment, illustrates that the second condition for management of shared resources can be met. An unknowable number of groups—from high school classmates to their mothers, who have been chatting online since the first positive pregnancy result—meets the requirement of “moderate rates of change in social and economic conditions as well as user populations.”

**Social Capital.** Discussions of security in economic terms—that is, as financial capital—have been active for the past ten years. Security as social capital, however, is rarely considered. Most related technologies define security as an individual ef-
fort and presume that information is an individually owned resource.

A 2000 paper introduced the idea of computer security as a good with externalities. Since then, models of various components of security-related externalities have been widely explored. In economic terms, the current crisis in computer security is a market failure. There is some agreement that components of cybersecurity are a public good. Private security decisions have a public externality, as the cost of an insecure system is accrued by other systems that are subsequently infected as malicious computer code, such as viruses and worms, spreads. Various solutions to this problem have been proposed, including liability, insurance markets for business risks, and enforcement mechanisms for ISPs.

Security defined as a good has both public and private elements, but security proposals have tended to focus on the private aspect. In terms of the public good, solutions have emphasized monetary liability or insurance. Although proposals for liability could function for larger actors in the security market, where decisions (at least in theory) are driven by cost-benefit analysis, this approach would likely backfire in the realm of vulnerable home users. In fact, some proposals could increase the potential risks for individuals without providing any mechanisms for enabling them to avoid these risks. Increased liability, as a means to encourage individuals to cease insecure behaviors, is unlikely to be highly effective if individuals are unaware of being engaged in such behaviors. Again, consider that 5 percent of home machines may be infected. A regime that criminalizes users for having an insecure home machine would immediately transform some 5 percent of the online population from law-abiding citizens to enemies of the state. It is difficult to imagine an external attack that would similarly hinder or harm so many Americans.

A commonly proposed solution to an externality is the creation of a property interest that would enclose the information security space. A functional market would require adequate information, the ability to process this information, and a sufficient attention span. Currently, security technologies provide none of these requirements. For example, when a public key certification is identified as invalid, the user receives two incomprehensible hash values for calculation and comparison but no information about the source of the warning or the certificate (see Figure 1). Only the rare mathematical genius could compare these two values in any useful way. Yet this is the only information presented to the end user to help him or her determine if the certificate should be trusted.

Is the certificate invalid because it is signed by a university rather than a more widely recognized corporate provider of certificates? Is it invalid because it expired yesterday? Or is it signed by a previously unknown, and therefore likely to be malicious, party? Is it signed by a leading certificate provider for large corporate entities, or a rarely used provider favored by marginally legal organizations? Certificate providers have social capital and reputations that are well known by those who read security literature and manage networks. Experts in the field know that some certificate providers are more trustworthy than others. Good reputation is a form of social capital, but unless this is visible to typical users, it cannot be an effective part of collective decision-making.

Similarly, ISPs have widely varying records for the protection of individuals. Some ISPs simply let user computers drop onto blacklists, never contacting the owner, while others notify and assist cus-
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tomers whose computers are apparently infected. There is no place to locate this information. Individuals as well as organizations have histories and social capital on the network. This information exists and should be made much more widely available. To paraphrase Attorney Samuel Warren and Associate Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis, that which is whispered in the halls of North American Network Operators Group (NANOG) should be shouted from the rooftops.

Better information monitoring would allow individuals to know whether their machines are responsible for spam. Were this information more readily visible, neighbors and friends would know, too. Computer insecurity, were the costs to others apparent, could become as socially unacceptable as littering: that is, it would exist, but to a much less egregious extent. Given that computer crime is driven by profit more than pride, making insecurity anomalous rather than ubiquitous may be adequate to stem the tide.

Exclusion. For policy-makers’ purposes, exclusion from a community is permanent. Permanent exclusion requires permanent, single identities. Yet exclusion has long been possible without the costs and stochastic risks inherent in single identifiers. (This consideration complements the above discussion of stable communities.) A policy based on single, true names, in theory implemented by government, is in no way the best approach. Instead, stable pseudonyms in specific communities are more than adequate. Social capital requires a social context, and the nation is too large a context to be workable for any but the most famous personalities or dangerous criminals.

The use of social networks and the explosion of social communication illustrate the capacity of those on the network to implement change through reputation mechanisms of all levels of openness. While Facebook consistently alters users’ control of their own profiles, there has consistently been a wide range of Facebook mechanisms that provide user control. Anyone who has ever “unfriended” another person has experienced the power of exclusion on the Internet. Similarly, the new social network system from Google, G+, enables more detailed control, with groups of people in categories such as “friend,” “acquaintance,” or “family.”

The major functions of security must include exclusion and control. As noted above, the most straightforward solution involves a centralized entity that has the authority to issue—and therefore revoke—accounts, enabling access control. Proposals for federated or trusted identities all follow the same logic: a single identity will enable access control and ensure responsible behavior. A similar logic applied to the recent cancelation of G+...
accounts that were not based on names that Google determined to be adequately true and real. Others argue that requiring individuals to use a single identity will create another tragedy of the commons, whereby identities are the overused and underprotected resource. A second line of objection is social rather than economic: that is, individuals who would be threatened in employment or communities for having unpopular views (for example, feminists in Texas, fundamentalist Christians in the San Francisco Bay Area) should be able to speak without their coworkers and employers knowing. This problem was dominant in the cancelation of G+ accounts that lacked true names, with users giving the following reasons for adopting a pseudonym:

- “I am a high school teacher, privacy is of the utmost importance.”
- “I publish under my nom de plume, it’s printed on my business cards, and all of the thousands of people I know through my social networks know me by my online name.”
- “I have used this name/account in a work context, my entire family know this name and my friends know this name. It enables me to participate online without being subject to harassment that at one point in time lead [sic] to my employer having to change their number so that calls could get through.”
- “I do not feel safe using my real name online as I have had people track me down from my online presence and had coworkers invade my private life.”
- “I’ve been stalked.”
- “I’m a rape survivor.”
- “I am a government employee that is prohibited from using my IRL [in real life].”

Are global names the price of effective governance? Or can exclusion exist in smaller communities? Certainly, the dual threats of privacy violations and misuse by (authorized or unauthorized) parties have not been adequately addressed by any federated or single-identity proposal. Another challenge requiring an Internet-wide or national solution is that security is a social activity in which the most malicious participants work to be the least visible. Identity thieves will not be hindered by the introduction of a new identity infrastructure any more than foxes would be hindered by an increase in the chicken population.

Exclusion already exists in Internet communities. Just as the Internet is the network of networks, it is the network of communities. Engineering solutions that enable governance in small communities can make a difference in the Internet as a whole, arguably more efficiently and certainly with better privacy. The Internet experience is one of physical disconnectedness and social connection. For every highly verbose commenter who weighs in on a blog post, there are orders of magnitude of more silent readers. The anonymity of the Internet is easily violated, yet users act as if privacy were protected by social contracts communicated via website design. These social contracts could be leveraged with security systems that address the shared costs of security and encourage cooperative governance. Social contracts require exclusion for those constraints to be both binding and enabling.

Social contracts such as those enacted by the users of Facebook existed in the “real” world long before the Internet came into being. In the real world, however, individuals can use the visual, geographical, and tactile information embedded in physical interactions to evaluate the safety, competence, and
trustworthiness of those who control a physical space. For example, merchants offering high-quality products can charge a premium based on reputation and invest their profit in retail spaces that reflect their wealth and standing. These cues are not available online because they have not been integrated into the network—not because they are impossible to engineer. Blacklisting and blocking are usable tools in email, on blogs, chat, and within social networking and recommendation systems. Better engineering that enables self-organization for purposes other than superior advertising targeting is therefore possible; further, it may prove less costly and more effective than a punitive legislative approach.

Social Norms. Certainly, community norms can be altered or enforced by centralized control. In several domains—for example, online communities such as Facebook—information has multiple stakeholders. Acceptable use of knowledge is determined by implicit social and explicit corporate policy norms established through perceived imagined communities. By contrast, current security technology is based on the mental model of the security expert who develops usable security controls for the individual, informed user. This approach limits the effectiveness of such controls by discounting both the social context of use and the mental model of the end user. Considerable research on the creation of norms has examined the development of social conventions in different online communities; material studied ranges from explicit sexual interactions in Second Life (a three-dimensional virtual world where users can socialize) to pattern sharing through Ravelry (a site for knitters and crocheters). Norms must be widely accepted in online communities, but they need not be perfectly enforced.

Norms that are violated on rare occasions remain norms, just as the challenges of cybersecurity are manageable without flawless enforcement. Actions that simply are not taken (for instance, there is no norm against nailing one’s own foot to the floor) are not suitable for governance by norms. Security controls could enable individuals to set their own norms for interaction. An individual could be empowered to filter and accept different risks automatically—in terms of liability, ownership, rights, and acceptable use—when in different virtual spaces and communities.

Recent work has examined how to nudge users toward positive behaviors through interaction design rather than with inescapable defaults or tedious reminders. Yet even on social networking sites, these efforts target the isolated user sharing his or her own information. In contrast, tools that encourage communal norms and make those norms visible in a user-defined community can encourage members of social networks (as discussed above) to comply with those security and safety norms.

Some of the language used to address computer security may, in fact, discourage compliance. Being a “pirate” may seem desirable by end users because of its appeal in popular culture. “Zombies” are imagined as inherently villainous, but they are also popular (consider the films Zombieland and Shaun of the Dead). “Phishing” is a purposefully obtuse word, created as an inside joke. Such nomenclature may prompt users to ignore security, or not to take it seriously. Certainly, the language of computer security does not encourage norms of security adoption—nor does the “one size fits all” approach, yet security designs assume that interactions and defaults should be uniform for all people and across the entire browsing or Internet experience.
The term *computer security* is also deeply intertwined with the self-interested protection of copyright holders—to the detriment of many users. The goal of policing the individual directly conflicts with the objective of recruiting the user to participate in securing cyberspace. Disentangling these goals through community involvement, encouragement, and communication can enable security-enhancing norms to emerge. Pursuing these goals through ever-less-functional devices and more expansive definitions of felonies may effectively choke the Internet as an engine of American innovation, without ensuring security for the novice end user. Norms must align with the interest of the community to be adopted. Disentangling very different risks of sharing copyrighted material without permission or hosting a botnet that serves organized crime can encourage norms of security and digital safety.

**The Role of Government.** Security is in part a good that can be cooperatively produced. This implies recruiting end users into the production of security. The Internet is also a common resource; thus, security is a component that requires shared management. The five characteristics (using the model described above) of shared management are not obviously present on the Internet. Although these five characteristics (resource monitoring, moderate rates of change, social capital, exclusion, and social norms) are not available on the global Internet, they certainly exist in Internet communities.

The challenge of securing cyberspace cannot be met without the cooperation and coordination of the end user, and the conditions to enable this cooperation and coordination exist. While the cybersecurity community, in both technical mechanism design and political discourse, has concentrated on large-scale centralized entities, socially aware security engineering can make a profound difference. Currently, home computer users who seek to remain safe face a patchwork of standards and corporate products. Each user has a unique set of challenges embedded in geography, health, social context, service provider, platforms, and other variables, such as home layout. One size cannot fit all, and one user cannot be expected to face the world alone with no community support.

Similarly, with respect to roadways, water management, and public health, the behavior of nonprofessional participants is critical. Not everyone speeds; littering, smoking, and drinking and driving were all socially appropriate behaviors at one time. These behaviors have been radically reduced by a combination of public education and sporadic enforcement. Changes in norms, more than any other factor, have led to positive change in behaviors.

Tackling more fundamental engineering problems is an important first step. These include the need to build systems that clearly communicate security guidance to users and offer recovery assistance when a computer is compromised. Even in the most optimistic theory or authoritarian regime, individuals cannot be given effective incentives to accomplish tasks beyond their capabilities. Technology to communicate with and empower individuals to protect their own digital assets is sorely needed. Yet the business models for such technologies are uncertain, and the interdisciplinary nature of the research is ill suited for receiving aid from traditional funding agencies.

Scholarship in community production and cooperative research management can be combined with security engineering research to create a socially, and thus technologically, resilient Internet. Re-
search and exploration into which challenges are well suited to community-based production and which require centralized coordination is critical. Engineers and institutions can provide decision-makers with the socially aware technical tools to empower families, individuals, and localities to enhance their cybersecurity. Social engineering has enforced top-down solutions, such as the Trusted Identifiers initiative and other designs for intensive monitoring and control. I am advocating for a different approach, one in which engineering courts community rather than seeking to control it.

Identification of the potential and applicability of community production for cybersecurity at home can make a significant contribution to the total social cost of implementing cybersecurity on a national scale. Strengthening the network will require understanding the potential for citizens to self-govern, with regard to the protection of their own home systems and their personal information and identity.
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